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[CAPITALISM]
"Our sense is that if we do not act boldly and if we do not act together, the economy around the world runs the risk of downward spiral of uncertainty, financial instability and potential collapse of global demand."

(Christine Lagarde, 9 November 2011)
“Work hard, play hard” has been the over-eager motto of a generation in training for...what?—drawing hearts in cappuccino foam or plugging names and numbers into databases...

“We work and we borrow in order to work and to borrow. And the jobs we work toward are the jobs we already have.”

Research & Destroy, UC Santa Cruz 2009
[SOCIAL MEDIA]
شكرًا... شباب مصر
صامدون لن نغادرون

FACE BOOK
[SOCIAL MEDIA]
Young women versus basiji militia and police in a bus stop - Iran Tel
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[NETWORKED SELF]
“The more an individual has a project of autonomy (personal, professional, socio-political, communicative), the more she uses the Internet. And in a time sequence, the more he/she uses the Internet, the more autonomous she becomes vis-à-vis societal rules and institutions.”

Castells 2008
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NIGERIA'S RESULT

1. EDUCATION → F9
2. DEFENCE → F9
3. CORRUPTION → A1
4. JOB → E8
5. HEALTH → F9
6. SOCIETY → D7
7. FARMING → F9
8. POVER → B3
9. TRANSPORT → E8
Department of Sociology public lecture
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